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Concurrence is a showcase of contemporary art featuring works by 
young and creative talents.  Meeting together for one night only, 
they share their unique experiences, successes and perspectives at 
Nuit Blanche 2008. The event aims to encourage a dialogue and a
creative exchange between emerging artists and new audiences.

The theme of Concurrence refers to a rare vision of the young artists’ 
development from their origins, to the present and beyond. It is in this 
moment of exploring their individual paths across continents, cultures, 
styles, ideas and media that Nuit Blanche happens. With various
points of departure the artists harmoniously blend global influences 
with fine art and design practices, thus capturing creative expression 
as a process in motion.

The event takes place at the SPK building, historically used to house 
cultural events for the Polish-Canadian community in Toronto. 
This two-story building, complete with a stage, banquet hall and 
ample exhibition space, transforms into a multi-sensory environment 
where for one exciting night 13 winding paths cross.

Curated by Ania Biczysko

 
Concurrence 1: the simultaneous occurrence of events or circumstances, 2: the meeting of concurrent lines in a 
point, 3: agreement or union in action
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JEREMY  DABROWSKI
“My work for Concurrence 2008 is a simple 

self-portrait done in an  intermediary fashion 
that should not be considered entirely 

accurate. It is self-destructive, shallow
and egotistical ... introspective 

and uncomfortable. 
I feel uncomfortable making and performing it. 
I’m attempting to replicate myself, only to then 

destroy what I have created.”



BRETT  DESPOTOVICH

“My successful work balances elements 
of beauty and the grotesque. In that sense 
there is an overall dialogue regarding what 
to include and what to exclude, 
what to accentuate and what to subdue. 
In this sense a harmony must be achieved 
before a work can be fully realized.” 



AGNIESZKA  FOLTYN
“I like to see my drawings as a dialogue

between the materials I have used, the location, 
the potential audience, and myself… 

I focus on dualities, using contrast as a means
of creating volume, and line as a contrast to 
planes of painted space. I want the viewer 

to feel the physical presence of the subject
and the potential of movement outside 

of the two-dimensional surface.”



LUKAS  GERONIMAS

“Moral relativism inspires me;
the idea of the gift and the strange relationship
I have with ideas, and knowing that we can all 
take a joke seriously at some point... 
Thinking and making as a dichotomy is where
I’ve placed my process I guess for now...“



ADAM  HORODYSKI
“My artwork is a reflection of my most ethereal 

dreams and thoughts…  
The process is lengthy as I must compute 

 mentally the angles of my works, 
to make it work as a dialogue of my thoughts 

incubated into the part of time
 that I have been expressing myself

 while working on a piece.”



MARS HORODYSKI

“Re-collection” is a retrospective on my  
childhood, a look at memory and nostalgia. 
I want to examine how we retain memories 
and what key ones define us. The narrative 
follows my journey from Poland, through
Algeria and Germany to my family’s 
eventual immigration to Canada.”



ELŻBIETA  KRAWECKA
“My oil paintings are interpretations of the landscape 

reminiscent of European landscape painters.  
They have an underlying theme of things transient  

and ephemeral, often representing images of sky 
 and water, which are reflections of our collective  

consciousness.”



JULIA  OLESIAK

“I am interested in creating memorable experiences 
that foster a creative exchange and challenge
passivity,  such as  starting a visual conversation 
woven together by human interaction
with a physical space.”  



CHRIS  PARKER
“I’m inspired by the possibility to create unique 

and enjoyable experiences, and by humour.  
Human cleverness can create wonderful things, 

objects etc., that are worth much more than 
their constituent parts and labour.  I often look 

to create something great from something 
unexpected, devalued or discarded. 

Something out of nothing…”



“The wood, metal, concrete and Plexiglas surfaces
on which the silk-screened Polish village houses live on, 
serve as symbolic representations of  “progress”
and its impact on the rural landscape…
I hope to open up a dialogue about the 
physical spaces that exist and are changing 
in Poland and the various perspectives
we have towards them.”

NATALIA  PARUZEL



BEATA  RACZYŃSKA
“Colour is the primary means whereby I attempt

 to convey the atmospheric quality of a place,
 as well as the quality of an emotion

 I am experiencing. The people I encountered
 had their life experiences, whether happy

 or sorrowful, etched in their faces. 
It was the emotional quality of the people

 there that made me realize that these
 individuals were paintings in themselves.”



MACK  ROSS

“I am inspired and driven by the need for art
to be more then just art. 
Artists have the ability to reach people.  
I don’t think I could paint if my  paintings 
didn’t come from somewhere real...
My creative process is very closely linked
to my emotions and my feelings
about the world we live in.”



ULA  SICKLE
“Photography is closely linked to my work as a performer

 and choreographer. I am also influenced
 by the world of cinema, often collaborating with light 

and sound designers who work for film. This image, 
taken during the making of a performance, 

is part of my creative process.”



Currently studying at Montreal’s Concordia University in the Studio Art Program,  
Jeremy Dabrowski is comfortable working in various media including painting, drawing,
performance and installation. Touching on themes in line with nostalgia, fantasy and
personal organization, his work is often humorous and light hearted with enough room
for serious discourse. Most recently, he participated in the Art Matters Festival as part
of a show titled “A Place To Bloom” (The Long Haul), Montreal, Quebec. 

Canadian-born artist Brett Despotovich moved to Toronto in 2001 to study drawing,  
painting and sculpture at the Ontario College of Art and Design.  There he has sat
on the founding board of XPACE Gallery, organizing several retrospectives of student 
work, NYC Roadtrips, and personal curatorials. Since then he has curated further
exhibitions, worked on the production of the award-winning feature documentary
“FLicKeR”, and founded the successful alternative life drawing event 
“Dr Sketchy’s Toronto.”

This Concordia University student, Agnieszka Foltyn is currently completing the Studio 
Arts and Art History Program, where she brings dance to life though performances
and mixed media installations. Agnieszka has participated in a variety of group
art exhibitions in Toronto and Montreal. Her achievements include, amongst others, 
dancing with the National Ballet Company. Her dance-inspired drawings mirror the 
expressive tangent of a dancer with a playful and stylized form. 

An artist born and raised in Toronto, who now lives and works in Brooklyn, New York,
Lukas Geronimas maintains a modern-day sense of story telling in his work, with the 
distinct absence of a linear narrative. His consideration of the audience and their
experience comes through in the manner in which he engages the viewer. 
By employing the forms of ritual, harnessing the power of time, gravity and human
kinetics, Geronimas’ work is an act of performance. His work has been shown in
Seattle, New York, San Francisco, Vancouver, Tokyo, and Toronto. He will begin
his MFA studies at the Milton Avery School at Bard College this summer. 



About the artists...

Adam J (aka: NODE HORO) Horodsyki is a devoted artist with a divine inspiration. 
Born in Algeria in 1984, he has developed an interest in blending the artistic
flavors native to Africa and North America with the European art tradition. 
His own style can be described as abstract surrealism based on typographic
forms. Adam J is currently completing a BFA in Drawing and Panting at OCAD.  
He is also a member of the Canadian based arts collective HOME SKILLETS. 
His images aim to show the spiritual dimension within an urban environment. 
 
Mars Horodyski is a 2004 graduate of the Film Studies program at Ryerson. Her films
have screened at various festivals including the Montreal World Film Festival, the
Atlantic Film Festival, the Whistler Film Festival, the Commonwealth Film Festival, 
and at the highly acclaimed Palm Springs International Festival of Short Films. She
is a recipient of the Norman Jewison Filmmaker Award for her film “Lemonade.” 
Her most recent works include a short film, “Spoonfed,” which recently won the 
Golden Remi at WorldFest in Houston and was nominated for Best Drama at the
Yorkton Short Film and Video Festival.

Elzbieta Krawecka was born in Krakow, Poland. At a young age she had moved
to Kuwait with her family and later came to Canada where she received her formal
art training at the Ontario College of Art and Design. Elzbieta continued to pursue
international travel as it inspired her painting style. She has mastered some of the
old European panting techniques and has been exhibiting nationally for the past
ten years.  Her distinctions include an artist residency at the Pouch Cove Foundation,
as well as a first prize at the Ontario Society for Artists Juried Show in Toronto. 
 



Julia Olesiak is a graphic designer and illustrator currently living in Toronto. Upon returning 
to Canada from London, England, where she spent two years working and travelling, she
has been completing her Bachelor of Design in Advertising Communications at OCAD. 
Recently, Julia has been working on a multitude of art and design projects and initiatives 
including; fashion styling and art direction on a Canada themed photo-journalistic project;
art direction and design for the 2005 Astral Media Outdoor Billboard competition, where
she became a finalist; art direction, graphic design and promotions for the Concurrence
2008 exhibition, as well as ongoing active contributions to ART INITIATIVES.
 
Canadian-born Chris Parker completed his studies at the Ryerson Polytechnic University at the 
Faculty of Engineering. He has since expressed a passion for furniture and clothing design. 
Currently, Chris is completing his BA in Industrial Design at the Ontario College of Art & Design.  
Some of his achievements include; The Modern Day Montgolfier, a hand-made inflatable structure
exhibited at the Mark James Gallery in Williamsburg, NY; the 2006 Baloonacy installation at Edward Day 
Gallery in Toronto, for which he received the Ontario Arts Council Exhibition Grant; and an ongoing
development of an original men’s clothing line, shown at the Toronto Clothing Show in 07/08.

A member of the Polish Theatre Group – Theatre Polonia, Natalia Paruzel performed in several 
productions and is a recipient of the Turzanski Foundation Young Talent Award. She attended
Etobicoke School of the Arts, double majoring in Drama and Photography. A graduate of the
University of Toronto, she completed an Honours Bachelor of Arts, followed by a Masters  
Degree in History. Natalia’s pieces stem from a photographic series taken in 2005 throughout
rural Poland. While the photographs represent the iconic rural house, the corresponding silk 
screens on concrete, metal and Plexiglas mirror new, “progressive” technologies and materials,
symbolic of modernization.



Since early childhood, Beata Raczynska has pursued fine art education and has developed
and honed her drawing and painting skills in a studio environment. She is especially interested
in exploring the process of creation. Not unlike the expressionists, Beata feels that her abilities 
in art give a voice to feelings she cannot express otherwise. As she matures, art and painting
become an integral part of her identity, and give her a sense of purpose, as well as vivid source
of beauty in her daily life. Raczynska participated in various group exhibitions in Toronto. 
Her recent work was inspired by her international travels.  
 
Mack Ross was born in 1986 in Toronto, Canada, where he attended the Fine Art Program
at Central Technical School.  Before beginning his post-secondary studies at OCAD, he 
embarked on a series of world travels, during which he recorded his experiences in a series
of loosely painted impressions.  Soon after his return to Canada, Mac begun his studies in
drawing & painting, only to return to his ongoing passion for exploring the unknown.  
He has spent 4 months in South-East Asia, a 7 month immersion in Cambodia and made
several trips to Mexico. For Mac, it is that deep connection to people and places, which
continues to fuel his creative expression.  His most recent series is the result of these travels.  

Born in Toronto and currently living in Brussels, Belgium, Ula Sickle is a multi-faceted performer,
dancer and choreographer.  Her work has been shown in Europe, North America and Asia, 
earning her an international reputation for innovation in performance art based on movement 
and the human body. She has received numerous grants, including the Ontario and Canada
Arts Council grant.  In her performance work, Ula creates strong images that alter the way the
human body is perceived. Her interest in photography has led her to use this medium not only
as a tool for documenting her performances, but also as an independent means of expression. 
Her photographs have been published in several magazines including A4 Magazine (Warsaw) 
and Etcetera (Brussels).  
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